


Are you concerned
about the growing
number of cannabis
shops in your
neighbourhood?

You shouldn’t be. The contents of
these little shops are helping people
of  all ages lead happier, healthier and

more productive lives. The pills you pick up at the
pharmacy without a second thought for yourself
and your loved ones may be far more dangerous,
and with the monitored and moderate use of
THC and/or CBD, you might be able to eliminate
some of  those monthly prescriptions altogether!
Don’t worry about a shop being near a school,
as kids can’t see in the door, let alone buy any of
the products. And keep in mind that kids have
been selling pot to one another for decades- at
least this is safe and regulated, and isn’t laced
with anything questionable. The “budtenders”
are typically well trained, knowledgeable,
informative and cautious. 

The chemical components of  cannabis
include CBD and THC. The high comes from the
THC, which can help reduce pain, but CBD
doesn’t have the high many people want to avoid
when dealing with the general public.. It DOES,
however, impact the brain, making it function
better. 

More health benefits of  cannabis are being
discovered all the time, now that governments all
over the world are finally realizing how insane it
was to criminalize this medicinal plant in the first

place. Although research has been allowed, off
and on, over the past few decades, the freedom
to truly discover the magic of  this “weed” is
growing, 

and with it, widespread use and appreciation.
There are still haters out there, but that is mainly
due to a lack of  education, or brainwashing
throughout generations of  people who
wrongfully believe that marijuana is no different
than crack or heroin. 

Of  the chemical compounds in cannabis,
the many cannabinoids have been proven to
provide relief  from chronic pain. The use of
medical cannabis is quite effective in many
patients who would have otherwise been
prescribed opiates, which are highly addictive.
For decades, doctors weren’t allowed to
prescribe medical cannabis, and those who
could benefit from it feared legal repercussions,
so they opted for dangerous opiates instead. The
misinformation and propaganda that led to the
criminalization of  marijuana so long ago is likely
a big part of  the reason there is an opioid
pandemic today. 

Cancer patients aren’t the only ones who
can benefit from medical marijuana while
undergoing the nausea and loss of  appetite that
comes with chemotherapy and the pain of
radiation. The treatment for hepatitis C has
similar side effects that include nausea, fatigue,
depression, and muscle aches. Cannabis can
help reduce the side effects while making
treatment more effective at the same time. There
is even evidence to suggest that cannabis can
help fight certain types of  cancer. 

Multiple sclerosis is one of  many diseases
or disorders that lead to painful muscle
contractions. These painful symptoms can be
reduced with the use of  cannabis. It has been
associated with glaucoma treatment for
decades, as it helps temporarily relieve the
painful pressure on the eyes associated with the
condition.  The endocannabinoid in cannabis
contains anti-inflammatories that don’t only
work on the eyes and body, but the brain as well.
Diseases like Alzheimer’s, and even aging itself,
leads to cognitive degeneration and
inflammation of  the brain that can be slowed
with the use of  cannabis. These anti-
inflammatories work all over the body, and the
use of  CBD and THC are effective for arthritis
and muscle pain when used internally or rubbed
over the affected areas in the form of  a creamor
balm. 

More Next Month From Melissa Peters

News About Pot Stores 

The Neighbourhood Joint

Bodega 416-546-2941
Dolly's Cannabis 289-799-7928
Edition X Dupont 416-551-9331
Himalya Cannabis Ltd 647-343-0871
K's Pot Shop 416-406-5329
Ossington Garden (416) 904-3683
Premium Cannabis Inc (416) 693-2737
Superette 416-546-4000
Thermodynamix Cannabis Inc. 416-929-9669
Welcome Cannabis (416) 672-0343

Step inside the Garden. Similar to a real
greenhouse, our store is lit by natural sunlight
and filled with beautiful living plants.

Shop for the finest Canadian cannabis
products while immersing yourself  in the
authentic charm of  the Little Portugal
neighbourhood. Good things grow here.

We are a family-owned business located on the
Ossington Strip since 1996. 

A staple in Toronto’s Little Portugal
neighbourhood, Alex Rei Dos Leitões served
the community for decades at the present
location of  Ossington Gardens. 

Our roots are firmly planted in this area.

The Neighbourhood Joint
is an independent and family owned cannabis
retailer. We embrace our local community and are
dedicated to giving back to our community. Our
knowledgeable and friendly budtenders are ready
to help you whether you are searching for a new
experience or just wanting a familiar feel. We carry
a full range of  products from high THC premium
flower, to CBD topicals, drinks, edibles and
everything in between. If  you prefer to use organic
products, we carry organics too. No matter you’re
taste we have you covered. 

The Neighbourhood Joint is perfect for
enthusiasts and novice cannabis users alike. We
boast a large menu that is fully curated by our
team who also budtend at our two convenient
locations.

Order online or swing by one of  our
neighbourhood locations today. Our stores are
dog friendly. 

TheNeighbourhoodJoint.ca

1987 Queen St. East, Toronto (The Beach)
1064 Coxwell Ave., Toronto (East York)



Mike Sedgewick 9/24/2021
Mike Sedgewick 10/1/2021
Mike Sedgewick 10/8/2021
Mike Sedgewick 10/15/2021
Mike Sedgewick 10/22/2021
Mike Sedgewick 10/29/2021
Mike Sedgewick 11/5/2021
Mike Sedgewick 11/12/2021

DINE TOGETHER 10/1/2021
DINE TOGETHER 10/2/2021
FLOW YOGA 10/2/2021
FLOW YOGA 10/3/2021
FLOW YOGA 10/7/2021
FLOW YOGA 10/9/2021
FLOW YOGA 10/14/2021
FLOW YOGA 10/16/2021
FLOW YOGA 10/17/2021
FLOW YOGA 10/21/2021
FLOW YOGA 10/23/2021
FLOW YOGA 10/24/2021
FLOW YOGA 10/28/2021
FLOW YOGA 10/30/2021
FLOW YOGA 10/31/2021
JESSE GOLD 11/5/2021
ELITA 11/13/2021

COURTNEY MARIE ANDREWS 10/1/2021

PARKER MILLSAP 10/4/2021

TOMMY YOUNGSTEEN- 10/15/2021

JAKE MILLER 10/9/2021

BLACK DICE 11/8/2021

SMALLPOOLS 11/9/2021

MONOPHONICS 11/20/2021

Black Swan Tavern

Lee's Palace

Adelaide Hall

DIZZY: Spill My Guts Tour 10/21/2021
MIYAVI 10/23/2021
Patio Drag 10/28/2021
Buzzed Canvas 10/30/2021
BEACH BUNNY 11/5/2021
Noel Schajris 11/7/2021
GWAR 11/8/2021
Gus Dapperton 11/12/2021
Tinariwen 11/13/2021
MAYER HAWTHORNE 11/15/2021

Favours, The Kommanden, Pretty 10/1/2021
Man Crush, Miss Conduct, Laurie 10/2/2021
Love Wagon, Bad Breed, Mellowship 10/7/2021
Bloodshot Bill w/ Ichi-Bons 10/8/2021
Tallies, Nyssa 10/14/2021
Bike Thiefs LP Release w/ Roach, Super Genius 10/15/2021
Dave Schoonderbeek & BDR w/ Fern Tips, Burs 10/16/2021
Motorists LP Release 10/20/2021
Prancer, Hanorah, Supercrescent 10/23/2021
Tidal Wave EP Release 10/28/2021
Dishpit, Luge, Only God Forgives 10/29/2021
Mouth Breather, Nutrients, Condo 11/11/2021
Dboy with Priors, Satanic Mills 11/12/2021

Vintage Boring w/ Robinson Kirby 10/1/2021
A Fellow Ship 10/2/2021
Grapes of  Wrath 10/5/2021
Grapes of  Wrath 10/6/2021
Grapes of  Wrath 10/7/2021
Paul Jacobs w/ ROY, Blanks 10/8/2021
Willie Watson 10/9/2021
The Thick 10/15/2021
Phantom Atlantic 10/16/2021
Juice 10/21/2021
The Wilderness of  Manitoba 10/27/2021
Sons of  Butcher & Revive the Rose 10/28/2021
D2TO 10 - Show #1 at The Horseshoe Tavern 10/29/2021
Jake Clemons 11/3/2021
Madison Cunningham 11/4/2021
Fast Romantics 11/5/2021
Fast Romantics 11/6/2021
Nada Surf 11/7/2021
Ultrabomb 11/12/2021

The Classy Wrecks W/ TNB 10/1/2021
Midnight Towers/Black Cat Attack/ 10/2/2021
Sinner / Twin Rivals / Gouge Out 10/9/2021
Service Delay/Junko Daydream/TBA 10/14/2021
Martian Crisis Unit 10/15/2021
SAGO / They Might Be Facists 10/22/2021

D2TO 10 10/30/2021
The Slackers 11/5/2021
The World Is A Beautiful Place 11/6/2021
Titus Andronicus 11/10/2021
Armand Hammer 11/13/2021
The Lemonheads 11/20/2021
Cybertronic Spree 11/27/2021
She Past Away 11/29/2021

Good Enough Live Karaoke: 10/1/2021
The Black Dahlia Murder 10/6/2021
Gary Numan –  (Postponed) 10/8/2021
MADISON BEER 10/18/2021
Dayglow 10/23/2021
MEN I TRUST (Sold out) 11/4/2021
MEN I TRUST 2nd Show added 11/5/2021
JPEGMAFIA 11/7/2021
PURITY RING – New Date ! 11/8/2021
HAVIAH MIGHTY 11/12/2021

The Opera House

The Great Hall

The Drake Hotel

Phoenix Concert Theatre

Monarch Tavern

Bovine Sex ClubHorseshoe Tavern

Live EventsUse The QR Code for an Online Calandar

Ad
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Ad
Space



Live Events

Timothys Pub

THE MEMBERZ + JASON WILSON 10/1/2021
SUREFIRE SWEAT 10/2/2021
MAYA KILLTRON 10/14/2021
MICHAEL OCCHIPINTI & GROOVEYARD 10/15/2021
TMARA ILANA & VENTANAS 10/16/2021
JACLYN REINHART 10/22/2021
SON ROBERTS 10/30/2021

BACK IN THE DAZE 10/1/2021
MOUNTAIN LION TRAPPERS 10/2/2021
GREG WYARD 10/6/2021
BLACKBOARD BLUES BAND 10/8/2021
TUESDAY HEARTBREAK 10/9/2021
GREG WYARD 10/13/2021
ALESSIA COHLE 10/14/2021
MATERIAL MEN 10/15/2021
CARAVAN 10/16/2021
GREG WYARD 10/20/2021
SOUL FUNKSHUN 10/22/2021
VINYL FLUX 10/23/2021
GREG WYARD 10/27/2021
UK CALLING 10/29/2021
ROCKY HORROR 10/30/2021
GREG WYARD 11/3/2021

Napoleon 10/16/2021
347aidan 10/23/2021
Mating Ritual 10/26/2021
FIVE ALARM FUNK 10/29/2021
FIVE ALARM FUNK 10/30/2021
Adam Melchor 10/31/2021
Emmit Fenn 11/4/2021
BEST NIGHT EVER 11/5/2021
Emo Night Brooklyn 11/6/2021
Fleece 11/11/2021
VÉRITÉ 11/12/2021
Flamingosis 11/13/2021
Jawny 11/15/2021
Alexander 11/23/2021
NoMBe 11/24/2021
Chloe Moriondo 11/26/2021
Keys N Krates 11/27/2021
Robert DeLong 11/29/2021

MIKE DEICONT QUARTET 10/1/2021
JUNO SERIES: PERIPHERAL VISION 10/1/2021
NEON EAGLE 10/2/2021
JUNO SERIES: PERIPHERAL VISION 10/2/2021
CHUNG/PARMAR QUINTET 10/3/2021
DAN PITT QUINTET: ALBUM RELEASE SHOW 10/3/2021
UofT  STUDENT JAZZ ENSEMBLES 10/4/2021
MICHAEL HENLEY TRIO 10/4/2021
LAURA HUBERT BAND 10/5/2021
CHRIS GALE HOSTS CLASSIC REX JAZZ JAM 10/5/2021
NATHAN HILTZ QUARTET 10/6/2021
JUNO SERIES: ELMER FERRER SEXTET 10/6/2021
MATT WOROSHYL 10/7/2021
JUNO SERIES: ELMER FERRER SEXTET 10/7/2021
JEFF HALISCHUK GROUP 10/8/2021
JUNO SERIES: ELMER FERRER SEXTET 10/8/2021
JAMES BROWN TRIO 10/9/2021
MICHAEL DUNSTON 10/9/2021
MADELEINE ERTEL 10/10/2021
DUNCAN HOPKINS GROUP 10/10/2021
UofT  STUDENT JAZZ ENSEMBLES 10/11/2021
DUNCAN HOPKINS GROUP 10/11/2021
LAURA HUBERT BAND 10/12/2021
CHRIS GALE HOSTS CLASSIC REX JAZZ JAM 10/12/2021
NATHAN HILTZ QUARTET 10/13/2021
ADREAN FARRUGIA GROUP 10/13/2021
MATT WOROSHYL 10/14/2021
ADREAN FARRUGIA GROUP 10/14/2021
JEFF HALISCHUK GROUP 10/15/2021
ADREAN FARRUGIA GROUP 10/15/2021
NEON EAGLE 10/16/2021
ADREAN FARRUGIA GROUP 10/16/2021
MADELEINE ERTEL 10/17/2021
BERNIE SENENSKY QUINTET 10/17/2021
UofT  STUDENT JAZZ ENSEMBLES 10/18/2021
BERNIE SENENSKY QUINTET 10/18/2021
LAURA HUBERT BAND 10/19/2021
CHRIS GALE HOSTS CLASSIC REX JAZZ JAM 10/19/2021
NATHAN HILTZ QUARTET 10/20/2021
JUNO SERIES: MARK KELSO’S JAZZ EXILES 10/20/2021
MATT WOROSHYL 10/21/2021
JUNO SERIES: MARK KELSO’S JAZZ EXILES 10/21/2021
JEFF HALISCHUK GROUP 10/22/2021
JUNO SERIES: MARK KELSO’S JAZZ EXILES 10/22/2021
NEON EAGLE 10/23/2021
JUNO SERIES: MARK KELSO’S JAZZ EXILES 10/23/2021
MADELEINE ERTEL 10/24/2021
JOEL HAYNES GROUP 10/24/2021
UofT  STUDENT JAZZ ENSEMBLES 10/25/2021
JOEL HAYNES GROUP 10/25/2021
LAURA HUBERT BAND 10/26/2021
CHRIS GALE HOSTS CLASSIC REX JAZZ JAM 10/26/2021
NATHAN HILTZ QUARTET 10/27/2021
JUNO SERIES: ALLISON AU QUARTET 10/27/2021
MATT WOROSHYL 10/28/2021
JUNO SERIES: ALLISON AU QUARTET 10/28/2021
JEFF HALISCHUK GROUP 10/29/2021
JUNO SERIES: ALLISON AU QUARTET 10/29/2021
NEON EAGLE 10/30/2021
JUNO SERIES: ALLISON AU QUARTET 10/30/2021
MADELEINE ERTEL 10/31/2021
ANTHONY D’ALESSANDRO TRIO 10/31/2021

Supermarket 

Velvet Underground

The Rex Jazz & Blues Bar

Ad
Space

This is a very short list as many bar are
not hiring live music. Bier Markt,BlueMoon
Lounge,Brickyard BBQ & Bar,Busters by the
Bluffs,C'est What,Chalkers Sports Bar and
Grill,Dora Keogh,Dundas square,Gladstone
Hotel,Grossman's Tavern,Home Smith Bar &
Grill,Houndstooth,Linsmore Tavern,Pantages
Martini Bar and Lounge,Pilot Tavern,Sneaky
Dee's,Southside Johnnys Bar and Grill,The
Baby G,The Cameron House,The Duke,The
Edge,The Embassy Bar,The Garrison,The
Senator,The Stone Lion,Tranzac Club



Queen's Head Leslieville Amsterdam Pitchers $14.99
Banknote Bar Pastas $11
El Furniture Warehouse $1.95 Beers 4-5 Pm Every Day
Occasions Restaurant Veal Parmigiana $15

Hurricanes Roadhouse 2 Burgers $49 4 Beers
Blue River Pizza House Pizza / Wings  $32
El Furniture Warehouse $1.95 Beers 4-5 Pm Every Day
Banknote Bar Taco 2 For $8

Big Room Studio (905) 738-9531
Ossie Gurley 416-658-0049
Eddie Bullen Studio@Eddiebullen.Com
Rose Room Recording Studio (416) 461-6475
Cherry Beach Sound (416) 907-1061
Mh Studios Toronto (416) 461-4224
Revolution Recording (647) 848-7351
Oak Recording Studio (647) 352-4213
Jl Recording Studios (647) 930-3935
Sandbox Studios (416) 598-7979
Noble Street Studios (416) 469-5050
The Orange Recording Studio (416) 516-4444
Toronto Podcast Studio (416) 504-8084
Union Sound Company (647) 273-8575
Mcs Recording Studios Ltd (416) 551-2992
Morph Productions (416) 361-1688
Cabbagetown  Toronto (647) 986-2148
Soundhouse Studio (416) 356-7647
O M Corporation (416) 690-3888
Riverworks Music Studios (647) 290-6873
Toronto Sound +1 800-753-0086
Bobally Records (416) 686-7205
Lynx Music (416) 485-9999
Dc Music Toronto Rehearsal (416) 234-0222
Lydian Music Studio (647) 648-4760
Canterbury Music Company (416) 205-9311
Tonefix Studio (647) 707-8064
Ratspace Recording Studio (416) 536-4384
Trench Recordings (416) 769-4747

El Furniture Warehouse $1.95 Beers 4-5 Pm Every Day
Banknote Bar 1/2 Price Wings
Occasions Restaurant Noodle Night $10,

El Furniture Warehouse $1.95 Beers 4-5 Pm Every Day
Midtown Gastro Hub $14.99 Half Bbq Ribs
Banknote Bar 1/2 Price Nachos
Occasions Restaurant Bbabyback Ribs $20

Location Monday

Location Tuesday

Location Wednessday

Location Thursday

Location Friday
Banknote Bar Fish & Chips  $12 
Occasions Restaurant Fish & Chips  $18
El Furniture Warehouse $1.95 Beers 4-5 Pm Every Day

El Furniture Warehouse $1.95 Beers 4-5 Pm Every Day
Queen's Head Leslieville $8.99 Wing
Banknote Bar Burger & Pint  $1

Location Saturday

No Deals No Deals
Location Sunday

Rany Backman

Rush

Jack de Keyzer

Events In Toronto 



Made by “vinylrecordspressing.com”

In Canada, until very recently, sound recordings were
protected by copyright for 50 years, after which time,
they’d fall into public domain. This national kink in
intellectual property law explains why a company
called Stargrove Entertainment was able to chart one
of  Walmart Canada’s best-selling albums at the
beginning of  2015 with a $5, 11-song CD called Love
Me Do by The Beatles. The CD was sold at a much
cheaper price point than any of  Universal Music’s
Beatles offerings, while the publishing rights holders
were still paid due royalties. The company was in
varying stages of  doing the same with early material
from the Rolling Stones and the Beach Boys (now,
also in public domain).

Now dbsMusic is issuing Beatle 7″ 45s
These records are the original recording that have
fallen into public domain in Canada only.″The music
is licensed by CMRRA and is a legal product NOT a
bootleg 7″ 45 Record – Limited run of  500 7″ records
per title for sale in Canada Only – All Records Are
Numbered Special Limited Edition. DBS represents
that this individually numbered edition is limited to
550 pressings on Nov 7th 2017. (1 0f  550)

known as – DBS 001
1) I Want To Hold Your
Hand
I Saw Her Standing
There

known as – DBS 002
2) She Loves You
I’ll Get You

known as – DBS 003
3) Please Please Me
Ask Me Why

known as – DBS 004
4) From Me To You
Thank You Girl

5) known as – DBS 005
Sie Liebt Dich
I’ll Get You

Made in Canada Mechanical rights licensed by
CMRRA for This is a public domain sound recording
in Canada – Pub: Northern Songs

African Drums (416) 597-0175
Allegro Music (416) 483-7203
Capsule Music (416) 203-0202
Cask Music (647) 748-2275
Chords Canada (416) 363-0093
Cosmo Music - The (800) 463-3000
Geo. Heinl & Co. Limited (416) 760-0110
Junction Guitars (416) 761-0056
Long & McQuade (416) 309-8722
Long & McQuade (416) 439-8001
Long & McQuade (416) 588-7886
Long & McQuade (416) 663-8612
Long & McQuade Pro (416) 928-6434
Mother Of  All Guitar Shop (416) 763-0750
Paul's Boutique (416) 603-9477
Pop Music (416) 546-3010
Remenyi House Of  Music (416) 961-3111
RMC - Rogers Music (416) 242-4967
Scarboro Music (416) 699-8333
Song & Script Music Store (416) 923-3044
Steve's Music Store (416) 593-8888
Stringology Music (416) 530-1766
Strings, Bows & More (888) 770-5757
The Sound Post (416) 971-6990
The Twelfth Fret (416) 423-2132
Tundra Music (416) 222-8222
Tutti Violini (416) 486-5050

Abc Academy Of  Music (416) 651-7529
Academy Of  Music (416) 924-7499
Amici School Of  Music (416) 419-5372
Annex Academy Of  Music (647) 340-7771
Beyond The Beat (647) 341-2264
Canada Music Academy (416) 207-0884
Classical Music Conservatory(416) 537-5995
Conor J. Brown Guitar (647) 717-6451
Downtown Vocal (416) 393-1340
Elite Music Academy (416) 406-5355
Fun With Music Together (416) 283-0586
Harris Institute (416) 367-0178
Humber Music (416) 675-6622
Leaside Music School (416) 483-9117
Level2 Music Productions (416) 399-3518
Lowe's School Of  Music (416) 766-5437
Melody School Of  Music (416) 423-5999
Midtown Toronto Piano (647) 580-6139
Mjms - The Music School (416) 516-9186
Morph Productions (647) 986-2148
Music Classes After School (416) 732-0140
Music For Productions Inc (416) 703-0005
Neighbour Note (647) 492-3696
North Toronto Institute Music (416) 488-2588
Off  Centre Dj School (416) 704-1941
On The Off  Beat Music (647) 343-7272
Recording Arts Canada (416) 977-5074
Recording Connection Audio (647) 931-7790
Regent Park School Of  Music (416) 364-8900
Singer's Edge (647) 347-7464
Audio Recording Academy (613) 798-0070
The Heart Of  Music Academy (416) 703-0865
The Lane School Of  Music (647) 317-1254
Toronto Arts Academy (647) 748-2787
Toronto Faculty Of  Music (416) 231-4424
Toronto Guitar School (416) 707-1077
Toronto Music Academy (416) 223-6106
Toronto Music Alliance (647) 629-6867
Toronto Music Studio (416) 461-6475
Toronto School Strings Piano (416) 968-0303
Toronto Suzuki Studio (416) 923-0767
Trebas Institute (416) 966-3066
Ware Academy Of  Music (905) 479-0591

Beatles In Public Domain Canada

New Vinyl Releases



Sales from gift cards at your Pot Stores
100 Free Custom Gift Cards For Your Pot Store

100 Free Custom Gift Cards For Your Pot Store

The gift certificates of  today don’t come on flimsy
paper or in a bulky envelope. They don’t get as

easily cast aside or misplaced. They no longer get
thrown in a drawer and easily forgotten about until
years later (when the business has shut down
because nobody ever bothered to check them out
and become a loyal, repeat customer!) Today, we
have the corporate gift card/retail gift card; it’s
similar to business card, and the same size, so it fits
easily in your wallet, but it looks and feels more like
a credit card. 

Findings from Blackhawk Network’s 2015 Canada
Gift Card Survey revealed that the majority of  gift
cards are purchased around the holiday season for
family and close friends. Many people want to just
give cash to the person they find impossible to shop
for, but it has long, widely been considered
impersonal and tacky. The gift card is the perfect
alternative, because, by choosing the specific card,
you are saying “I thought about who you are and
what you might like”, but you are also ensuring the
recipient can choose something he or she can
actually use and enjoy. 

Literally Get Free Money From
Gift Cards

On average 10-15% of  gift cards are never
redeemed. The card values can be set by you, and
either pre-loaded or reloaded. You can ensure the
safety of  your cards by loading them on a per-order
basis, rather than having pre-loaded cards on
display. As convenient as they are, they can get lost
just as easily as a credit card, and if  someone finds
a wallet, there is no guarantee they will have any
interest in the gift cards within. If  a gift card provider
were to buy 200 cards with a $50.00 balance with a
total of  $10,000, there’s a really good chance that
$1,000 would never even be redeemed. So,
essentially, the purchasers of  those cards would be
handing money over in exchange for no product or
service at all, amounting to the equivalent of  a
$1000 ‘tip’ just for offering gift cards in the first
place!

That doesn’t even take into account the smaller
unredeemed amounts that people don’t bother
coming back for. They add up! In addition, when a
customer returns merchandise, whether it was
purchased with a gift card or not, you have the

option of  offering a refund in the form of  a gift card
in lieu of  cash, ensuring that the value of  the return
stays with your business. In the days of  “store credit
only” a customer might feel obliged to choose
something they don’t really want because returning
to the store isn’t convenient. Nowadays, they can re-
gift the card to a potential new customer who may
appreciate your wares more than the original
recipient did.

Better Cash Flow

A $50 gift certificate sale means $50 cash for your
business today. Gift certificates were typically
hidden behind the counter in a drawer, where they
would be safe from shoplifters. Your gift card supply
can be proudly and SAFELY displayed right in front
on the cash register, as they are essentially useless
until they are loaded with funds. The ‘thought’ of
purchasing a gift card is right in the face of  the
customer as they wait and make their purchase,
rather than it being a potential afterthought to ask if
they are available at all. The chances of  selling gift
cards increases dramatically based solely on the
visibility they offer that couldn’t be comfortably
offered with gift certificates.

The sale of  the gift card, and bringing in the new
customer isn’t the end of  the story. You can even
offer the purchasers of  gift cards incentive that will
bring THEM back to spend actual cash. If  you sell a
gift card for $100 and offer a $10 credit as a reward,
chances are, the purchaser will buy something
worth more than the initial $10, especially if  they are
buying the gift card because they are already a
regular client. Regardless of  why they are in there,
it certainly doesn’t hurt that they had incentive to
purchase a gift card in the first place!

Easy To Buy, Easy to Load, Easy
to Cash

Not all people are born shoppers and the thought of
trudging through slush-filled sidewalks and holiday
crowds in search of  the perfect gift can often be
overwhelming. Gift cards are one of  the most
popular and requested presents for people of  all
ages. Even outside the holiday season, they are
favoured for birthdays, graduations, baby showers,
and a host of  other occasions. The gift card provider
allows the giver confidence, and the receiver,
control. In the end, both parties are satisfied.

Keep Customers Coming Back 

If  you sell gift cards, they can also act as Loyalty
Rewards Cards, or your can offer small gift cards to
customers who spend a certain amount of  money.
E.g. For every $100 spent, a $5 credit will be applied
to the loyalty reward card, or the customer will
receive a gift card for $5. Not only will customers
make multiple visits and purchases in order to meet
the minimum requirements, the majority of

customers will want to get the ‘free’ $5, so they will
come back and spend far more than that. Personal
connections with customers is important, and
thanking customers for their loyalty is a big part of
establishing long-term clientele. 
When customers feel a strong bond with a company,
they are more likely to continue to use their services
and products. With the seemingly endless number
of  incentive programs provided these days, the last
thing you want to be is the guy who stands out as
being without one. If  you want loyalty from
customers, you have to give customers loyalty.
Everybody else is!

People who buy gift cards for others tend to spend
a great deal more at that retailer than the value of
the gift card they purchase, so, typically, you aren’t
only getting revenue from the sale of  the gift cards
themselves. Gift cards also give new customers a
way to become familiar with your product without
having to spend any of  their own money. Receiving
a gift card is an opportunity for someone to try
something that may appeal to them, but that they
otherwise would not have gone out of  their way to
try. Gift card providers benefit from letting others do
the work for them by having them share their own
love of  your fabulous products/services. In that a gift
card acts as a recommendation from the giver, the
customer walks in with a more positive attitude than
someone entirely unfamiliar with your company. And
if  their friend thought they would like your product,
there is a good chance they will be back a few times,
long after their gift card has run out of  steam.

Canadians Really Want gift cards

Gift cards have the highest awareness among
prepaid products: Nearly all Canadian consumers
(99 percent) are aware of  gift cards. Eighty-nine
percent have purchased them at some point, up
from 71 percent in 2010. 

Findings from Blackhawk Network’s 2015 Canada
Gift Card Survey revealed that Gift cards are
growing in popularity: Eighty-seven percent of
respondents had both purchased and received gift
cards in the last year, up from 68 percent in 2010.
More than half  of  respondents who purchased a gift
card in 2015 bought four or more cards (53 percent).
Ninety-one percent received a gift card in 2015, and
seventy-six percent stated they would prefer to
receive a gift card from one of  their favorite stores
rather than a specific gift.. There are so many gifts
that would be ideal for a recipient, but are truly a
matter of  taste. And when it comes to items like
clothing and shoes, giving the option of  the right fit
the first time around is better than giving something
that doesn’t work with a ‘gift receipt’ and the hassle
of  a return. And let’s be real.. A gift receipt says “I’m
pretty sure you won’t like this anyway, so I’ll pretend
not to be offended when you return it”. It’s not
exactly a win-win unless the recipient just happens
to GENUINELY like the gift. 

Offer from gift card program.ca for Pot stores in Toronto. Call or drop
off your email at giftcardprogram.ca. Limited time offer. Put a picture
of your logo on this custom gift card. Phone Paul At 416-299-0767



Music Review
Prescilla De Barros Irmão, better known as

Prescilla Una for her music stage name,
loves to help individuals when needed as a
Personal/Developmental Support Worker/Life
Coach. She brought one of  her Quadapaligic

clients over to the Canadian para Olympics and
won Bronze in Boccia Ball. She creates literature,
song writes, multi instrumentalist, Producer,
international performer, published poet, and Music
video Director. Prescilla makes this crazy world a
more bearable, peaceful, and positive fun place to

be. Marathon runner (42kms as a max run), caring
mother, and recovered drug addict, leaving 3
abusive fiancés behind in her pivotal 2012. These
emotionally charged life altering events in her life
helped her transform and awaken her soul to a new
journey of  sobriety and living her wildest dreams. 

She started her musical journey within her
family circle being born and raised in Toronto
Canada. Music, dance and food was and is an
integral part of  her family and gatherings of
special occasions. She considers herself  a culture
vulture: one who indulges in world wisdom,
knowledge, and beauty from all nations. After
having postpartum depression, she decided it best
to care for her young family as she got pregnant
with her first daughter Alexis, at the age of  18. An
absolute blessing, sacrifices to follow. She
decided to picked up the guitar after the birth of
her 2nd daughter Sophie in 2008. 2012 was the
first time she ever performed live as an
independent professional music artist at Cameron
House. Album’s MUSIC THERAPY & ENLIGHTEN
are released on all popular music platforms. 

Her speciality is getting herself  and others in
the state of  flow; tapping into the divine as she is
an intuitive with much life experiences, mainly due
to boredom!

The Toronto singer/songwriter comes to her
intense love of  music through a pedigree

stemming from her grandfather, the late Chester
Corbett, considered one of  the best fiddlers of  his
era.

By age 9, Valerie was playing guitar and
scratching out her first songs. She caught the
attention of  producer Terry Shields from the Oral
Arts festival of  Ontario who recognized Valerie’s
gift and encouraged her to perform regularly with
the Oral Arts festival on tour

Good news was a-coming into Valerie’s life, in
the person of  lead singer Buzz Shearman of  famed
eighties rock band “MOXY.” The pair married, had
a son Jesse and Valerie found herself  on top of  the
world. Sadly, her world ended the day Buzz was
killed instantly in a motor cycle accident. Valerie
had made a positive impression within the ranks
of  the music industry and many of  the music
businesses’ finest companies came together and
found ways of  helping Valerie.

At one point in her career, Valerie was
approached by a group of  producers looking for
the perfect look, voice and stage presence to front
Ann Wilson in a tribute the Heart tribute stage
show.  After attending one of  her shows, the
backers didn’t need to look any further; they knew
she was the one, called Just Heart-A Tribute to
Heart, the show has been running for seven years
now and still playing to sold-out audiences at
theatre’s and Casinos all over Canada and some
US cities. 

Which brings us to the now and Valerie’s
current single “She's Everybody's Daughter.” Off
the CD Valerie Shearman The searing and
poignant relating of  her mother’s tragedy is a
heavy load the lady’s been carrying for many years
and finally decided to lay down her burden in a
song that had been written many years before. 
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Valerie Shearman  “She's Everybody's Daughter.” 

Prescilla Una

What is with all of these QR codes?
Use your smartphone
to check out the online
calendars of events



Toronto Fashion Academy
Spotlights Moscato Pink In Its
Selection of Summer Runway
Shows

Since Toronto entered Stage 3 of  Ontario’s
COVID-19 reopening plan, the Toronto
Fashion Academy (TFA) hosted fashion

shows every weekend at Grand Bizarre Beachclub
Restaurant. For its third runway show on August 13, TFA
selected Moscato Pink. Launched in June 2018,
Moscato Pink is a trendy Toronto-based brand that
features evening, fitness, lounge, and swim wear. It’s
founders, Ashley King and Emerald Hayles met TFA
through a mutual friend who loved their brand and
clothes. Shortly, the duo was offered an opportunity to
work with TFA and have been partners with them for
over a year.

“I’ve always loved fashion, I’ve always wanted to be
involved in some way in fashion but didn’t quite know
which way I wanted to go with it,” said Hayles. Prior to
Moscato Pink, Hayles and King worked in the event
planning industry. 

Doors opened at 8pm and guests enjoyed music,
drinks, and food at the Club’s poolside patio prior to
show commencement. Models walked across the Club’s
patio and around its two swimming pools. The patio was
adorned with pink and white balloons that matched
Moscato Pink’s brand. During the event, TFA displayed
a pop-up collection of  various designers such as Austen
Dor, Rhowan James, FURA, Eyegasmic and Marcuse.
“We also want to show a different variety, different
expertise of  designers from emerging brands to student
designers to well established, mega big designers, and
everything in between,” said Basil Waris, Director of
Operations at Toronto Fashion Academy. 

Undoubtedly, the Canadian fashion industry took a
hit from the COVID-19 pandemic. Many brands have had
to pivot their operations online or come up with
innovative ways to remain profitable. For Moscato Pink,
it was a period of  planning and calculating their next
best moves and where they would like to take their
brand. “For us it [COVID-19] was a blessing in disguise
because it just gave us an opportunity to slow down and
refocus on where we wanted the brand to go and what
we wanted to do next,” said Hayles. 

During this period, Moscato Pink launched their
latest INTIMACY collection. The inspiration behind its
piece were comfort, being at home and looking good.
King and Hayles started this collection with active wear
pieces and quickly expanded with lounge wear. “What
makes our brand, our brand is the relationship
between the two of  us. If  you know Moscato Pink,
Emerald and I have completely different
personalities and that conveys in the pieces that are
part of  our collections,” said King. “What we carry is
very much who we are. We don’t try to follow trends.”
Right now, and for the next couple of  months the
designers are working on their fall collection and its
corresponding campaign.  

by Rasha Rehman

Discovering the art exhibits of
Missisauga’s Celebration Square

Sherene Almjawer

Life does imitate art but not always in the best
ways. The large shipping container in

Mississauga's Celebration Square housing the Love
Local Art Shop should’ve been bustling with admirers
of  Amee Raval's glass art on Sunday, August 29.
Instead, much like Edward Hopper's painting
"Nighthawks", excited patrons were stuck peering at
the myriad of  beautiful glass works from outside the
little art shop. 

Two pieces caught the sunlight: circular mirrors
decorated with colourful pieces of  glass in the shapes
of  women’s heads, each one donning a differently
styled headdress. 

Little did we know, the power in both Mississauga's
Civic Centre and the art shop had gone out, locking
everyone out of  both buildings.

Luckily for us, Celebration Square is a haven for
art. As part of  the Mi Casa, Your Casa 2.0 installation—
running from July 30 to September 6 by artists Esrawe
and Cadena—Celebration Square is decorated in 14
red-frame houses inspired by the street markets of
Latin America. Hanging from the top each frame are
swings, letting visitors step into the home, watch the
strip of  bulbs at every house light up and swing under
the warm summer sun.

Families, couples and children alike took turns
immersing themselves in the little pieces of  familiarity
and homeliness, just as someone would in the lively
streets of  a Latin American market. 

Fortunately, the Love Local Art Shop will feature a
few more artists, every Friday to Sunday until
September 5, giving art lovers one more chance to
meet and support their favourite local artists before
Celebration Square introduces a new set of  exhibitions.

Fashion In Toronto 
Art In Review



When was the last time you bought a
newspaper? In this day and age
maybe you never have. The internet

has provided most people with their news and
information, thus creating an issue of  false
information and “fake news”. Prior to our
internet age all publishers were expected to
have awareness and full knowledge of  all
material released to the public and would be
held liable for any illegal content provided. This
is no longer the case. We have lost our
protection. 

This loss has stemmed from section 203 of  the
communications decency act of  1996. This act
was put in place to protect online publishers
from being held liable from third party material
deemed offensive or obscene. This is known as
“the good Samaritan” portion of  this act.
Specifically stating that the publisher can
restrict any information they find "obscene,
lewd, lascivious, filthy, excessively violent,
harassing, or otherwise objectionable, whether
or not such material is constitutionally
protected", as long as this action was “in good
faith”. This act was effective as of  Februarys 8th
1996, and is often called “the 26 words that
made the internet”.

With the loss of  newspaper purchasing and a
high rise for online demand, advertising has also
changed drastically. Legitimate small
businesses pay for advertising while scams also
pay, so how can we trust what is being shown to
us?  With the 230 act social media such as
facebook, instagram and twitter, do not have to
protect you from false advertizing. Subsequently
creating a platform for one sided, biased
promotion. If  you have enough money, the whole
world can be scammed.

This “media shaping” has been proven with
many news stories circling media today. One of
which is the story of  Jacob Blake who was shoot
7 times during an attempted arrest in from of  his
children. This story caused a lot of  retaliations
and questions; would this have ever happened
to a white man? We do not support or approve of
the excessive action taken by this Kenosha
police officer, but there is a bit more to the story
that many people haven’t heard. In an Interview,
Jacob Blake confirmed he did in fact have a knife
in his pocket that fell out after being tased. He
claimed he threw the knife into the car while the
officer says he lunged the knife towards him,
causing him to react with a shooting. Another
issue not discussed much is that Blake did have
a warrant out for both domestic violence and
sexual assault, though he claims he was
unaware of  this and not told by the officers. The
point of  this is to show how one sided
mainstream media has become, and how blinded
we are by our providers. 

As we look towards our future of  online
information and news it seems change may be
coming.  Our new President Joe Biden has
specially stated the opposition of  Act 230. Biden
argued: “The idea that it’s a tech company is that
Section 230 should be revoked, immediately
should be revoked, number one. For Zuckerberg
and other platforms….It should be revoked
because it is not merely an internet company. It
is propagating falsehoods they know to be false.”
In the end, we all must be knowledgeable in the
fact that what we see may not always be true,
question everything, check your facts and   stay
safe. 

By Jenny Pepper

Being Canadian myself, I’ve never really
had to think about the second
amendment in the United States.

In the past, I ignorantly envisioned Americans
as a bunch of  gun hungry crazies, until of
course, the Great Awakening came upon us. I
began to understand, after countless hours of
research, done over the course of  one year and
a half, on a government mandated lockdown,
that the second amendment was instilled in the
Constitution, in order to protect the People from
any enemy, foreign or domestic. Therefore, it
should symbolize protection, safety and
security. Shouldn’t it?

I’m sure if  you’ve gone down a few rabbit
holes yourself  since March 13, 2020, you will
have heard of  the McCloskey couple and how
they have been portrayed as the aggressors in
mainstream media, when in fact, with fear, they
were defending their personal property. The
couple claims that the current charges are
politically motivated. As I watched the incident
on social media in June 2020, before it was
censored and taken down, my eyes could not
believe what I was witnessing. Supposed
“peaceful protestors” in a “summer of
love,”were torching the American streets.
Among the dead were many police, elderly and
children. My body felt the terror and destruction
inflicted on the people, their businesses and
their personal property.

Hundreds of  agitators and inciters entered
their private community. It is important to note
that the McCloskey’s did call the police, that no
shots were fired and that no one was hurt. None
of  the trespassers are facing any charges to
date and Governor Mike Parson said he would
pardon the couple if  convicted.

The law allows people to use deadly force to
defend their property and that is what the
McCloskey’s were doing. It is clear the crime of
trespassing was committed, making the
McCloskey’s actions perfectly legal.

Our systems have utilized third parties to hide
behind, while the corrupt machine continues to
operate behind the scenes, funding the chaos
throughout history. Have we been lied to for
decades, perhaps even centuries? Mainstream
media is not only complicit, it is corrupt. Perhaps
the truth will unfold in time. After all, the
McCloskey’s are both personal injury lawyers
and Mark McCloskey is currently running for a
U.S. Senate seat. Remember, we all have a
responsibility to be the change we want.

Written by Fani Bassil

Fake American News

We have lost our protection. 

Protesters torched street 
Pic By Hungryogrephotos

Pointing guns at demonstrators
went viral instantly
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Late Nights at The
Rex: Keith Barstow
Group

As far as mottos go, The Rex Hotel Jazz
and Blues Bar prefers to keep it simple.

“More Great Jazz than anywhere else, all the
time!” is their commitment. They honour it very
well, and especially now as we return to a world
of  late-night drinks and live jazz. Having just
reopened, The Rex has caught the attention of
many a music lover yearning for a night of
musical whimsy. And they’ve prepared well for
it, too: the unmistakable venue has invested in all
the modern equipment necessary. Their stage
boasts floor-to-ceiling glass walls to ensure a
barrier between musician and audience, and
they are certainly taking full advantage of  the
outdoor patio craze of  summer 2021.

On Monday, July 26, the kicked off  the week
with some smooth live tunes. With Keith on the
drums, Ian on the horns, and David on the bass,
they were the quintessential   jazz trio, perfect to
sip summer cocktails along to. They met at U of
T and have been making music together ever
since. All three seemed thrilled to finally be back
in the music scene, and their fervour was clear
in their performance. In fact, I daresay their
stage presence as group easily made up for the
plastic barriers separating them from the
audience. They have little social media presence
and tend not to advertise much, claiming they
really do it for the love of  music. This love of
music may be all the advertising they need,
because we sincerely recommend you go check
out the Keith Barstow group next time they play
The Rex. (story by Tara Smylie, pic by paul
murton)

Tyler Yarema live at
the Reservoir Lounge

Since 1993, Toronto-based musician, Tyler
Yarema (then twenty-one years old) has

been performing at the Reservoir Lounge, soon
after its official opening in downtown Toronto.

The self-taught musician (pianist and vocalist)
currently plays weekly on Friday and Saturday
evenings, beginning at 9:30pm. Last Friday was
the first show post-COVID and was received
extremely well by the patrons at the Lounge; a
clear relief  as many locals had their first taste of
live music post-pandemic.

Though, I use the term "self-taught," Yarema
would prefer the term "self-educated." The
difference being that self-taught implies learning
without external sources. Self-educated is more
a personal study from both the artist themselves,
and other artists and teachers and resources.

Yarema has been dabbling in music since the
ripe age of  thirteen, where he would play guitar
in jam sessions with friends. At the age of
sixteen, one of  his co-dabblers brought their
keyboard. As soon as Yarema sat down with the
keys, he knew that his life had changed. While
something beyond him (one-might-say, divine
source) took over, he knew he had found his
calling.

Throughout his youth, he would ditch classes
to play the school piano instead of  studying. It
didn't take long before his mother accepted this
as part of  his artistic process.

Upon asking Yarema advice for other
musicians, he agreed that while things differ
from individual to individual, as well as place to
place and time to time, it really does depend on

three huge factors. The first being, the patience
and time to dedicate into learning a new skill and
surrendering your life to said skill. The second
being the commitment to jam sessions and
playing with as many different artists as
possible, in as many venues, locations, and
circumstances as one can manage. But the third,
and arguably most important factor is something
beyond you, a skill set you were given at birth. To
quote, to be an artist requires something that the
"good lord gave you that sets you 1,000 miles
beyond your colleagues" before you even begin
the learning process. Many true artists can
emphasize with this factor, feeling as though
they are a vessel to their art and not truly
creating it externally, but it comes from
something within one's self. A drive beyond their
own function.

Yarema's main advice for fellow musicians
starting out – while things are constantly
changing, just keep performing. Keep doing
what you love. Keep learning and keep dabbling.
Also, try out open-mic nights, as you never know
where one avenue might lead.

Yarema has recently been invited to join the
Downchild Blues Band as the keyboardist, the
first show will be during the Tim Hortons
Southside Shuffle. (by Sonetta Duncan + Pics By
Paul)



New Vinyl Releases
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